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DUBAI: In a world where technology never
sleeps, the telecommunications industry
finds itself at a turning point. The digital
wave is growing ever-stronger, and as it
does, operators are confronted with the
perennial question of how to stay relevant
while protecting their core services. As data
becomes commoditized and internet solu-
tions draw basic telecoms services into a
fight for survival, digitization is transforming
the industry. Now, operators must decide
how to act-and their response could deter-
mine if they sink or swim. A new era is dawn-
ing. At present, 2.7 billion people are online
with four billion new internet users set to
join them by 2025. Meanwhile, it is estimat-
ed that there will be 50 billion connected
devices globally by 2020-that’s six to seven
per person. With digitization now an essen-
tial component of daily life, the digital servic-
es market is expected to reach $1.1 trillion
globally by 2018-$20 billion in MENA. In the
face of compelling statistics, the call to
action is clear: with the demand and digital
platforms in place, telecom operators must
create the services to match. Fortunately, the
scope for doing so is broad. From Open Data
to The Internet of Things, several trends are

driving progress amongst operators that
choose to embrace the digital transforma-
tion-but there is  no ‘one size f its  al l ’
approach.

Logical strategy
For operators with adequate resources,

developing in-house digital units may be the
logical strategy, but in the absence of such
capabilities, partnering provides an effective
alternative. Here, operators should expand
the partnership ecosystem to include acade-
mia, innovation labs, accelerators, private
equity firms and other organizations with
the power to fill the creativity and resource
gaps. For more adventurous operators,
meanwhile, investing in technology compa-
nies provides access to the innovation need-
ed to stay ahead. But as operators look out-
side, creativity can be closer than they think.
Instilling an internal culture of innovation
that nurtures idea-sharing and collaboration
can be equally-if not more-rewarding. Of
course, creating such a culture requires the
right team. To build the best possible work-
force, operators must hire carefully, focusing
on intelligence, creativity and dynamism. 

In developing their human and data capa-
bilities, operators are also creating a digital
asset. Leveraging operators’ data for analyti-
cal purposes can optimize their existing and

planned infrastructure, while offering analyt-
ics services to other companies presents
opportunities to monetize their new digital
resource.

Existential challenges
Fully capital izing on data,  however,

involves a careful balancing act. Operators
must stay true to the company values, while
delineating their digital unit from their main
corporate entit ies.  Such autonomy is a
necessity: telecom operators rarely possess
the agility required to respond to rapidly
changing market demand, yet this is the very
quality that digital units need to thrive. 

Here, the responsibility rests with the
company as a whole. As digital units delin-
eate, operators should strive to create agile
business models that retain the requisite
core components, while providing scope for
revenue share and private equity.

Executing such fundamental transforma-
tions is no mean feat, but for industry con-
stantly at the forefront of change, existential
challenges are nothing new. In the 1990s it
was mobile that dominated the debate. Then
came broadband and questions of data, pen-
etration and connectivity.  Now, with digiti-
zation at the forefront of telecom transfor-
mations, multiple operators have risen to the

challenge.  Deutsche Telekom took the
plunge back in 2000 with the launch of its
digital unit, T-Systems. 

Orange then followed in 2006-its new
unit earning the French operator almost
$8.65 billion in digital revenues in 2013.
Since then, several other operators have
developed digital capabilities, including
Saudi Arabia’s STC in 2014.  Where STC and
other regional and global players have head-
ed, others must now follow. As the wave of
technological innovation continues to digi-
tize life, treading water is simply not an
option in a world in which digital reigns.
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RIDDLE: John Redfield watches with pride as his son moves a
laser-guided precision saw the size of a semi-truck wheel into
place over a massive panel of wood. Redfield’s fingers are
scarred from a lifetime of cutting wood and now, after
decades of decline in the logging business, he has new hope
that his son, too, can make a career shaping the timber felled
in southern Oregon’s forests. That’s because Redfield and his
son work at D.R. Johnson Lumber Co, one of two US timber
mills making a new wood product that’s the buzz of the con-
struction industry. It’s called cross-laminated timber, or CLT,
and it’s made like it sounds: rafts of 2-by-4 beams aligned in
perpendicular layers, then glued - or laminated - together like
a giant sandwich.

The resulting panels are lighter and less energy-intensive
than concrete and steel and much faster to assemble on-site
than regular timber, proponents say. Because the grain in
each layer is at a right angle to the one below and above it,
there’s a counter-tension built into the panels that supporters
say makes them strong enough to build even the tallest sky-
scrapers. “We believe that two to five years out, down the
road, we could be seeing this grow from just 20 percent of our
business to potentially 60 percent of our business,” said
Redfield, D.R. Johnson’s chief operating officer. “We’re seeing
some major growth factors.” From Maine to Arkansas to the
Pacific Northwest, the material is sparking interest among
architects, engineers and researchers. Many say it could infuse
struggling forest communities like Riddle with new economic
growth while reducing the carbon footprint of urban con-
struction with a renewable building material.

Local tree species
Visually blemished wood that currently goes to waste can

be used in the middle layers of a CLT panel without sacrificing
strength or look. Supporters say it could bring sawmills back
online while improving forest health through thinning dense
stands and making use of low-value wood and local tree
species. Trees as small as 5 inches in diameter at the top and
those damaged by pests and wildfire are prime candidates.

But challenges remain before CLT becomes as common in
the United States as it is in Europe and Canada, and not all
builders are sold. US building codes generally place height
limits on all-wood buildings for safety reasons, though a spe-
cial committee of the International Code Council is investigat-
ing potential changes to address the use of CLT in such struc-
tures. And research is still underway on critical questions of
how these buildings withstand fire and earthquakes in high-
seismic regions. Building codes in Oregon allow cutting-edge

designs using new technology like CLT in some cases, but only
after rigorous testing and an intensive approval process. That
can make such projects cost-prohibitive, said Peter Dusicka, an
engineering professor at Portland State University who’s been
researching the strength of CLT panels. “The early adopters
are looking at it and seeing it as a good opportunity,” but
before CLT can take off, there will have to be more examples
to get people excited and more mills producing it, said
Thomas DeLuca, professor and director of University of
Washington’s School of Environmental and Forest Sciences.

SmartLam in Montana is the other company producing CLT
panels. This spring, cross-laminated timber will get its ultimate
test in the United States when a Portland architectural firm
breaks ground on a 12-story wood building in the city’s trendy
Pearl District. It would be the tallest all-wood building in the
world constructed in a seismic zone and the tallest all-wood
building in North America. An all-wood building in Norway is
taller, but is not in a seismic zone. An 18-story wood building
in British Columbia is also taller, but rests on a traditional con-
crete core.

Resilient design
Lever Architecture is using $1.5 million it won in a tall wood

building competition sponsored by the US Department of
Agriculture and the softwood industry that’s intended to pro-
mote CLT as a domestic building material. A 10-story residen-
tial tower in New York City also got $1.5 million. The Portland
firm has been working with scientists at Portland State
University and Oregon State University to test the panels’
strength by subjecting them to hundreds of thousands of
pounds of pressure. They are also testing various methods for
joining the massive panels together.

“We’re looking at creating a resilient design, a design that
could withstand a major  earthquake - basically the earth-
quake that we all worry about - and be repaired,” said Thomas
Robinson, founder of Lever Architecture. The results of the
structural testing in Oregon will be made public for other US
designers, bringing the material one step closer to the main-
stream, Dusicka said. Back in Riddle, a tiny town tucked in the
mist-shrouded forests of Douglas County, Redfield is once
more excited about timber in a place where logging used to
be king. The 125-employee company has been inundated with
visitors from around country interested in touring their new
CLT business expansion. Watching as layers of beams whirred
through a glue machine, Redfield said: “We’re able to take
wood that may be turned into chips or pulp and turn it into a
product that’s pretty exciting.”—AP

RIDDLE: In this photo, a logging crew harvests new timber
on private land near the headquarters of DR Johnson
Lumber Co, in Riddle, Ore.—AP photos

RIDDLE: A machine applies glue to the next layer of a panel
of cross-laminated timber, or CLT, in the production facility.

RIDDLE: Photo shows a piece of cross-laminated timber,
or CLT .
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